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Our
Philosophy
The environment has
to adapt to people’s
needs.
People with reduced mobility are all too well
aware of the difficulties related to adapting to the
environment. Starting with these considerations,
we design and manufacture universal solution
products pursuing a simple fundamental belief: it
is the environment that has to adapt to people and
not the other way around.
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Beauty matters.
We believe that beauty and elegance
create comfort.
Whether we look at healthcare facilities, hotels or
private residences, beauty shouldn’t be considered
a minor factor only because we are dealing with
functional needs.
We believe that beauty matters and helps people to
be serene. That’s why our products are designed to
mix smooth functionality with spotless elegance.

Our
Values
Future focused.

Inclusivity.

We understand that we will always
be better if we are aiming towards
something big, ambitious and
inspiring...

We support the rights of everyone
to feel safe and independent in
their environment, regardless of
age or mobility.

...something that truly connects real products with
work/life missions and not just short term needs.
In other words, we design and make products that
are useful and relevant now and in the future.

Beautifully designed products with a universal
input transform the everyday world into a safer,
more flexible and more pleasing environment
for everyone.

Utility and beauty.

Dynamic mindset.

We believe that artefacts can only be
beautiful if they are well thought out
and well designed.

Readapting the bathroom
environment creates many
advantages.

Therefore useful design must also fulfill its
intended function – building on sustainability so
that design and materials are durable and not just
a trend.

We provide universal solutions that grow with
the needs of the user. We are passionate,
confident and focused on the future. We make
a difference in people’s lives and support and
encourage a culture of innovation.

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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The smart system
designed to make
the bathroom
environment flexible.

The core of Profilo Smart
is our track and cover
system. This simple, clever
& universal solution affords
flexibility throughout the
bathroom.
Our track is an aluminium
profile upon which you can
attach, move, adjust and
easily remove bathroom
accessories.
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Our unique system,
has been built around
3 main features
It is flexible.
Our accessories are easy to move
and adjust: they adapt to the
user’s needs, allowing him or her
to experience a superior level of
comfort and autonomy.

It is modular.
Our products can be added or
removed from the track within
minutes, leaving the bathroom
ready to adapt to different users,
situations and needs.

It is customizable.
Our range of covers for the
horizontal track have been
designed to match every possible
style of bathrooms. It is possible to
choose from an endless number
of colours, using inserts of every
possible material and even using
coatings to hide the track and
completely merge it into the
environment’s aesthetics.
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The flexible system
designed to
be integrated with
the style of
any environment.
Profilo Smart has designed
different type of covers
to offer the possibility to
creatively insert its system
in environments
with different style.
The plain cover is offered
with anodized, varnished or
stainless steel finish
and the same options are
available for the cover for
insert as well.
Besides, the cover for insert
ensures the highest degree
of freedom for architects
and designers who will have
the option to choose any
type of material, texture or
colour for the insert itself.
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Cover for insert

Designed to be
integrated.
• The possibility to add the
insert allows you to match
the system with colours and
materials of any bathroom.
• It is possible to use any
type of material for the
insert or choose the highly
customisable in-house option.
• It is possible to transfer on the
insert any possible texture and
reproduce the one on the wall.

Easy
to clean.
Hides
and protect.
• Hides the mechanism
underneath and protects it
from water.
• The Profilo Smart insert has
been designed to pair with the
related cover, in order to hide
the system while matching the
colour and style of bathroom
environment.

Fully
custom.
• The cover for insert is offered
with with an anodized,
varnished or stainless steel
finish.
•The Profilo Smart inset can be
customised with any colour or
texture of choice.
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In
well-designed
buildings,
people
smile more.
Health depends not only
on the care we receive
from our healthcare
professionals, but also
on the environments in
which we live, work
and play.
Research shows us that patients recover faster and
workers are happier in places that are sensitively
designed, offer opportunities to personalise and
have a strong aesthetic viewpoint.
At Profilo Smart, all our products go beyond the
functional to address that perfect balance between
beauty and utility. Our elegant and versatile tracking
system, unlimited colour palettes and beautiful
accessories allow architects and designers to create
stunning bathrooms that offer endless design
possibilities for positive, supportive environments.

Healthcare is changing.
For good.
Traditionally, healthcare bathrooms have been
designed for efficiency and they often take a
‘one-size-fits-all’ approach. But that doesn’t offer
patients and caregivers the ability to choose the
right kind of environment for them. When they
have choices, patients have a sense of control that
helps them feel more empowered, engaged and
less stressed. As this focus expands beyond treating
illness, to include wellness and wellbeing, patients,
their families and health professionals are actively
participating throughout the continuum of care.
We work with leading healthcare organisations to
create safe and efficient bathroom solutions that
inspire greater connection, empathy and wellbeing
for everyone involved in the experience of health.

A partnership of
excellence.
Village for all®, an innovative tourism company
with 11 years of experience and an International
network, has recognized a number of our products
as guaranteed to provide Accessible Hospitality,
without compromising on design, ensuring the
guests needs are put first.
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We design for
architects

We care about
caregivers

We support architects to create
beautiful bathroom environments
that enhance the wellbeing,
empathy and connection of
clinicians, patients and caregivers.

Thanks to its intuitive ease of use
and extreme simplicity, Profilo
Smart represents the perfect
ally for caregivers during their
everyday mission to help users.

Flexibility is not a concept simply related to the functionality
of Profilo Smart, but it also deals with its style. Our system
not only adapts to the ever changing needs of the users, but
it also adapts to the unique style of the individual architect,
giving him or her the chance to match Profilo Smart with
every possible design concept, thanks to the choice of an
infinite palette of colours and materials.

Nobody knows better than caregivers how important
independence is for those who have a reduced mobility or
how important it is to enhance the autonomy of the user
for their self-esteem and recovery process. Profilo Smart’s
system has been designed specifically to remove some of
the physical limitations that affect people in healthcare
institutions and, in doing so, makes the caregiver’s job
easier and more effective.

Architects have the possibility to integrate the system
into the style of the environment, make it stand out and
emphasising the aesthetic qualities of aluminium or just
making it disappear, merging Profilo Smart system into the
bathroom environment.

Profilo Smart proud sponsor of

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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Benefits
for the
facility manager
Versatile
Enrironments.

Different,
Better.

Flexible environments are resourceful. There is
no need to fully equip every single bathroom.
What you need is having Profilo Smart’s
horizontal track in every bathroom and then
you will be able to equip the accessories where
they are needed. This way, instead of moving
patients depending on their changing needs,
you can just move the related accessories.

Flexibility is something deeply embedded in our
philosophy. We made our products flexible to
help the users to enhance their indipendence.
But we also apply the concept of flexibility to
the design process to offer the chance to adapt
the system to every possible bathroom style.

The possibility of easily fitting special
equipment according to specific needs is what
makes the environment versatile.
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Thanks to these core beliefs, we are able to
offer healthcare facilities management the
possibility to differentiate their facilities from
the competitors, significantly improving their
offer and their design.

Benefits
for
the patient
A superior attention
to patients.
We believe in patients’ individuality.
Each one has their own needs
and everyone is different from the
other one.

Different/Changing mobile capabilities

+

Different body characteristics

=

Thousands of different needs, especially in the bathroom

Profilo Smart’s flexible system represents
the perfect solution to address
the needs of anyone, regardless of mobile
capabilities and body characteristics.
Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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product features
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An
unparalleled
hygiene
standard.

At Profilo Smart we
know how hard medical
professionals work to
ensure equipment safety
and a clean environment.
That is why we take this
issue very seriously.
Profilo Smart decided to stand in the front line of
prevention and has adopted innovative, cutting-edge
solutions to prevent bacterial contamination.

Healthcare-associated infections (HAIs)
Diseases patients can contract while receiving medical treatment
in a healthcare facility are a major, yet often preventable, threat to
patient safety.
These specific types of cross-infections are determined by the transfer of harmful microorganisms. Bacteria and viruses are among the most common cause of HAIs and the
spread of these infections can occur between people, pieces of equipment, or within
the body. Healthcare-associated infections can cause many unexpected and dangerous
complications.

Anti-bacterial
plastic varnishing

Anti-bacterial sitting cushion
and backrest

All the plastic components of our products
are treated with an innovative varnishing
that secures a superior hygiene standard,
ensuring the material is anti-bacterial.

Our shower seats are equipped with
XL EXTRALIGHT® material.
Soft, comfortable, flexible and anti-slip,
it also ensures the highest standard
of hygiene thanks to its anti-bacterial
properties.

Easy to clean
All of our products has been designed
using only neat surfaces that make them
very smooth and easy to clean. This is a
fundamental pre-requisite for a superior
hygiene standard.
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Flexibility
A flexible environment
is a smart one:
It is versatile and can be adapted
depending on the individual needs of
each user. In addressing these needs,
we created a system that balances
the effect of reduced mobility, thanks
to the ability to move accessories in
different directions.

Our products can be:
Height and
sideways adjustable
These products are designed
to be attached on the
horizontal track as well as on a
vertical track, allowing them to
be adjusted both horizontally
and vertically. These features
create the ideal solution for
environments that will be
used by a variety of different
users who will have individual
requirements.

Sideways adjustable
Many of our products are
designed to be moved
horizontally along the
track, facilitating a versatile
environment.

Fixed
We completed our product
range with a series of fixed
on the wall but foldable items
that are ideal for stable users
and for public areas.

Height adjustable
This range of products
comes with a wall mounted
vertical track that allows
users or caregivers to adjust
it vertically. It is the ideal
solution for environments
that have to address multiple
users with a similar condition.
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Removable
The wide range of items
designed for the horizontal
track can be easily removed
when not in use. This feature
brings a great versatility to
the environment allowing
the bathroom to completely
adapt to different needs.

Select the Right
Flexibility Type

Height & Sideways
Adjustable.
• It guarantees the maximum
level of flexibility and it is
suitable for rooms with
multiple users.
• It helps addressing several
needs of several different
people, that is why it is highly
recommended for hospitals,
nursing homes and clinics.
• The height and sideways
adjustable products can be
added and removed from
the track in a few seconds.
This unique features allows
healthcare facilities to create
versatile environments.

Height Adjustable.
• Elevated flexibility level.
• Indicated when it comes
to address similar needs
of different people (stable
conditions).
• Indicated also for single users
with changing needs.

Fixed.
• Indicated for single users with
stable conditions.
• Recommended for public
areas as an anti-theft and
vandal-proof solution.

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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Our Product
Lines
Smart.

Accessories.

Flexibility is the single most defining feature of
Profilo Smart and its unique system. That is why
we included every flexible item in the SMART
line. Whether one of our products is height or
sideways adjustable, it is SMART.

We included in this category all the accessories
that are not purposely designed for the track.

Classic.
We designed a range of wall mounted, fixed
products, with a superior quality and an
elegant, timeless design. We call this product
line CLASSIC.
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Colours and finishes
Profilo Smart flexibility is not only about
function. It’s also about aesthetic.
Architects can enjoy the
adaptability of our design.
For the plastic components of
our main products, we offer
a range of 5 standard colours
and the option to request a
customised one (the minimum
quantity order for customised
colours is 100 pieces).

Additionally, it is also possible
to choose between 2
aluminium finishes: anodized
or similar stainless steel.
Our design also allows them to choose
between matching the style of the
environment or creating a contrast to
help the elderly and people with visual
impairment.

Aluminium surfaces are available with two finishes:

Anodized

Similar stainless steel

Plastic surfaces are available in five standard colours:

Black

White

Red

BLUE
Blue

Dark Grey

Custom
Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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Adjustability
Whether it is the user or the
caregiver or the person in
charge of adjusting the height
of our products, we created a
solution for every necessity.
New
feature!

Manually adjustable
Simply lift the vertical
lever lock, adjust the
height and then close
it again.
Our products are very easy to attach, adjust,
move and remove without the necessity of
special tools. The ease of use of our products
is what ensures flexibility in the day-to-day
operations of our system.
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Zero-gravity
Some of our washbasin
brackets can be height
adjusted with a zerogravity system.
This is a gas-spring assisted mechanism that
allows users or caregivers to adjust the height of
a washbasin by simply lifting a finger. This is the
ideal solution to ensure more autonomy for the
user, while being very helpful for the caregiver
who has to frequently adjust the product.

Soon
available

Electric adjustable
Some of our washbasin
brackets and shower
seats can be height
adjusted electrically.
It is the ideal solution to ensure more
autonomy and privacy for the user, but it is
also very helpful when the caregiver has to
frequently adjust the product.

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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our products
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TRACK & COVER
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Profilo Smart’s versatility
not only encompasses
functionality but also
aesthetics.
Our cover offers almost
limitless design freedom
and allows for infinite
patterns, colours, inserts,
finishes, designs, printing,
etching, engraving and
others.

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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Track & Cover
Profilo Smart’s Track & Cover is what makes our system flexible.
It enables the bathroom environment to adapt to anyone’s need
and offers an unprecedented level of comfort and safety.
The track has been designed to support a LED system and to allocate electricity cables in two different
cable ducts (internal and external). Moreover, in order to make the alignment of the two sections of
the track easier, we designed a cavity in which installers can insert a special guide-bar to make the
operation quicker.

N.B. The maximum theoretical length for the track supply is 600 cm (please verify your shipping
options), but in order to lower the shipping costs, we cut in half pieces longer than 230 cm. To ensure
the proper functioning of the cover, we do not supply cover segments that are longer than 120 cm.
If the track is divided by 2, the cover will be divided by 3 pcs, in this way the intersection between the
2 pcs. of track will remain covered.
E.g. If you order 300 cm of track and cover, you will receive 2 pcs. of track (150 cm) and 3 pcs. of cover
segment (100 cm each).

Finish code

Finish

70

Anodized

75

Similar stainless steel

XX

Varnished

Wall mounted horizontal track
with rounded cover and side caps

Materials

The horizontal track allows you to attach and remove our wide range of dedicated products.
This cover is the ideal option when choosing to showcase and highlight Profilo Smart’s elegant design
in the bathroom environment.
The cover is an aluminium profile with a sleek and smooth design offered in 3 different standard
finishes (anodized, similar stainless steel or varnished with any possible colour) and a variety of other
customised ones (gold plated, laser-printed, engraved, etched, printed etc).
The technopolymer side caps are the same colour as the cover.

Finish

75

Varnished

Warranty

Made in Italy

15
5,

5

Length

11-101-*

Custom size

*Anodized finish = 70; similar stainless steel = 75; varnished finish can be any colour of choice = XX
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Anodized
Colour code

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

Awarded

L

Aluminum, ABS, PA6 + 30%
FG, MEDICAL PVC,
stainless steel

70

Max loading
weight

Item code

Smart

Product line

choice of
colour

1200 kg / 2645.5lbs
/1 m
Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro
5 Years

Wall mounted horizontal track
with cover for insert and side caps

Smart

Product line
Materials

The horizontal track allows you to attach and remove our wide range of dedicated products.
The cover for insert is an aluminium profile purposely made for the insertion of different materials
(marble, mosaic, Solid Surface, wood and so on). This cover has been designed to be paired with the
insert (code: 15-501-*) and it is perfect for matching Profilo Smart with the style of the bathroom.
It can also be easily customized with 3 different standard finishings (anodized, similar stainless steel
or varnished with any possible colour) and a variety of other customized ones (gold plated, laserprinted, engraved, etched, printed etc).
The technopolymer side caps are the same colour as the cover.

Finish

Aluminum, ABS, PA6 + 30%
FG, MEDICAL PVC,
stainless steel
Anodized
Colour code

70

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

75

Varnished

Max loading
weight
Awarded

choice of
colour

1200 kg / 2645.5lbs
/1 m
Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro
5 Years

Warranty

Made in Italy

15

L

5,

5

Item code

Length

11-102-*

Custom size

*Anodized finish = 70; similar stainless steel = 75; varnished finish can be any colour of choice = XX

Insert for cover

ACCESSORIES

Product line

This product has been designed to pair with our cover for insert. You can use the insert (code: 11-102-*)
to customize the horizontal track and cover, matching the style of the bathroom with any colour of
choice.
Available in any choice of colour. Also available a fully customizable patterned option.

ABS

Materials
Finish
Varnished

Warranty

choice of
colour

5 Years

Made in Italy

15

L

3

0,

Item code

Length

Colour

15-501-XX*

Custom size

Custom

15-501-XX-T**

Custom size

Custom pattern

*Select any choice of colour.
** Select any pattern of choice.

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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Wall mounted horizontal track
with square cover

Smart

Product line
Materials

The horizontal track allows you to attach and remove our wide range of dedicated products.
This cover is the ideal option when choosing to showcase and highlight Profilo Smart’s elegant
design in the bathroom environment. The cover is an aluminium profile with a sleek and smooth
design offered in 3 different standard finishes (anodized, similar stainless steel or varnished with
any possible colour) and a variety of other customised ones (gold plated, laser-printed, engraved,
etched, printed etc).

Finish

Aluminium, ABS,
PA6 + 30% FG, Medical PVC,
Stainless steel
Anodized
Colour code

70

Similar
Stainless steel
Colour code

75

Varnished

Max
Loading
Weight
Awarded

Warranty

CHOICE OF
COLOUR

1200 kg / 2645.5lbs
/1 m
Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro
5 Years

Made in Italy

15,5

L

5

Item code

Length

11-103-*

Custom size

*Anodized = 70; stainless steel finish = 75; varnished finish can be any colour of choice = XX

Cover lifter

Product line

This product has been designed to keep the cover lifted in order to facilitate the adding, moving or
removing of bathroom accessories.

Materials
Warranty
Made in Italy

5
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Item code

Colour

15-221-35

Dark Gray

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019

AccessorIES
Nylon, stainless steel
5 Years

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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Toilet area
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Arm
Support
Our range of arm supports
are ergonomically shaped
and foldable.
They have an aluminium structure with internal
components made of stainless steel and
nylon; their support areas are in lacquered
thermoplastic with a non-slip, warm touch and
scratch-proof finish. All the plastic components
are anti-bacterial for a superior hygienic
standard.

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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Wall mounted lift-up arm support

CLASSIC

Product line

This product is ideal for users with similar, stable conditions and it is particularly suited for public areas.
The support areas are treated with an innovative anti-bacterial varnishing.
Available with an anodized or similar stainless steel; also available in the following dimensions: 60 cm,
75 cm, 90 cm.

Fixed

Flexibility

Aluminium, ABS,
Stainless steel, Nylon

Materials
Finish

Anodized
Colour code

-A

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

-C
Colours

L

Black

White

Colour code

Colour code

18

30

14

red

Blue

dark grey

Colour code

Colour code
20

Colour code

10

Length

Finish

22-101-*-A

60 cm

Anodized

22-102-*-A

75 cm

Anodized

22-103-*-A

90 cm

Anodized

22-101-*-C

60 cm

Similar stainless steel

22-102-*-C

75 cm

Similar stainless steel

22-103-*-C

90 cm

Similar stainless steel

35

Max user
weight

150 kg / 330 lbs

Awarded

Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro
5 Years

Warranty

Item code

00

Made in Italy

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35

Wall mounted lift-up arm support
height adjustable

SMART

Product line

Height adjustable

Flexibility

This product is designed to be height adjustable in order to better address the different users’ needs.
It can be adjusted without effort and without the use of tools. An adjustable internal friction prevents
the accidental drop of the bar. Height adjustable with a 27 cm excursion. The support areas are
treated with an innovative anti-bacterial varnishing.
Available with an anodized or similar stainless steel; also available in the following dimensions: 60 cm,
75 cm, 90 cm.

Aluminium, ABS,
Stainless steel, Nylon

Materials
Finish

Anodized
Colour code

-A

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

-C
Colours

Black

White

Colour code

Colour code

30

L

red

Blue

dark grey

Colour code

Colour code

Colour code

40

10

17

Finish

21-131R-*-A

21-131L-*-A

60 cm

Anodized

21-132R-*-A

21-132L-*-A

75 cm

Anodized

21-133R-*-A

21-133L-*-A

90 cm

Anodized

21-131R-*-C

21-131L-*-C

60 cm

Similar stainless steel

21-132R-*-C

21-132L-*-C

75 cm

Similar stainless steel

21-133R-*- C

21-133L-*- C

90 cm

Similar stainless steel

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35

30

Length
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35

150 kg / 330 lbs

Awarded

Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro

Made in Italy

Item code (Left)

20

Max user
weight

Warranty

Item code (Right)

00

5 Years

Lift-up arm support
for horizontal track, height and sideways adjustable
This product is height and sideways adjustable for maximum flexibility. It can be attached, adjusted,
moved or removed without effort and without the use of tools. Adjustable internal friction prevents
the accidental drop of the bar. Height adjustable with a 27 cm excursion. The support areas are
treated with innovative anti-bacterial varnishing.
Available with an anodized or similar stainless steel; also available in the following dimension: 60 cm,
75 cm, 90 cm. You can also choose between the right or left hand operated version.

SMART

Product line
Flexibility

Height and
sideways adjustable

Removable
Aluminium, ABS,
Stainless steel, Nylon

Materials
Finish

Anodized
Colour code

-A

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

-C
Colours

L

White
Colour code

30

00

red

Blue

dark grey

Colour code

Colour code

Colour code

10

50

Black
Colour code

20

35

Max user
weight

150 kg / 330 lbs

Awarded

Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro

17

5 Years

Warranty

Made in Italy

Item code (Right)

Item code (Left)

Length

Finish

21-141R-*-A

21-141L-*-A

60 cm

Anodized

21-142R-*-A

21-142L-*-A

75 cm

Anodized

21-143R-*-A

21-143L-*-A

90 cm

Anodized

21-141R-*-C

21-141L-*-C

60 cm

Similar stainless steel

21-142R-*-C

21-142L-*-C

75 cm

Similar stainless steel

21-143R-*-C

21-143L-*-C

90 cm

Similar stainless steel

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35

Toilet paper holder for arm support
This toilet paper holder is designed for our range of arm supports. Its plastic component comes in
5 standard colours and its aluminium surface is available with an anodized or similar stainless steel.

17

AccessorIES

Product line
Materials

Aluminium, Stainless steel, ABS
Anodized
Colour code

Colours

BLACK

White

Colour code

Colour code

-A

-C

9

30

Finish

25-101-*-A

Anodized

25-101-*-C

Similar stainless steel

00

rED

BluE

DARK GREY

Colour code

Colour code

Colour code

10

Item code

Similar
Stainless steel
Colour code

Finish

20

35

5 Years

Warranty
Made in Italy

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35

Toilet paper holder
for horizontal track

SMART

Product line

Sideways
adjustable

Flexibility

This toilet paper holder is designed for the horizontal track and it comes with an anodized or similar
stainless steel. You can easily attach it, move it and remove it without using tools.

8

17

Removable

Finish

13
Warranty

Item code

Finish

21-321-70

Anodized

21-321-75

Similar stainless steel

Aluminium

Material
Anodized
Colour code

70

Similar
Stainless steel
Colour code

75

5 Years

Made in Italy

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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Wall mounted backrest for toilet

Classic

Product line

This wall mounted backrest has been designed to make more comfortable the use of the ceramic toilet.
Available with anodized or similar stainless steel. The soft cushion, in XL EXTRAGLIGHT®, is available in
5 standard colours.

Fixed

Flexibility

Materials
Finish

Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon, XL EXTRALIGHT®
Anodized
Colour code

-A

Similar
Stainless steel
Colour code

-C
Colours

15

,5
22

Black

WHITE

Colour code

Colour code

30

43,5

00

rED

BluE

DARK GREY

Colour code
10

Colour code

Colour code

20

35

Max user
weight

150 kg/330 lbs

Warranty

5 Years

Made in Italy

Item code

Finish

22-201-*-A

Anodized

22-201-*-C

Similar stainless steel

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35

Wall mounted ceramic toilet,
length 70 cm

Product line
Flexibility

Suspended WC in white ceramic with an extended length of 70 cm. The hidden fixation system offers
a cleaner solution with improved aesthetics.
Eco-Flush, systematically designed to save water. Designed to be used with a concealed cistern.
Available with the seat cover with lid (codes: 25-202-00 and 25-201-00, slim version).

Colour

33

32

Item code

Type

22-203-00

Suspended
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Ceramic
WHITE
Colour code

00

Made in Italy

70

Fixed

Material

Warranty

36

Classic

5 Years

Wall mounted ceramic toilet

Product line

Suspended WC in white ceramic. The hidden fixation system offers a cleaner solution with improved
aesthetics. Eco-Flush, systematically designed to save water. Designed to be used with a concealed
cistern. Available with the seat cover with the lid (codes: 25-202-00 and 25-201-00, slim version).

Flexibility

Classic
Fixed

Ceramic

Material
Colour

White
Colour code

00

Warranty

36

5 Years

Made in Italy

33

56

Item code

Type

22-301-00

Suspended

Wall mounted ceramic bidet

Product line

Suspended bidet in white ceramic.
The hidden fixation system offers a cleaner solution with improved aesthetics.

Flexibility

Classic
Fixed

Ceramic

Materials
Colour

WHITE
Colour code

00

36
56

Warranty

5 Years

33

Made in Italy

Item code

Type

22-302-00

Suspended
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Floor standing ceramic toilet

Product line

Floor standing WC in white ceramic with increased height to help those who have difficulty sitting
down and getting up. With double floor/wall drain system. Eco-Flush, systematically designed to save
water. Designed to be used with a concealed cistern.
Available with WC seat cover with the lid (codes: 25-202-00 and 25-201-00, slim version).

Flexibility

Classic
Fixed

Ceramic

Material
Colour

White
Colour code

00

Warranty

5 Years

36
Made in Italy

50

56

Item code

Type

22-304-00

Floor standing

Floor standing ceramic bidet

Product line

Floor standing bidet in white ceramic with increased height to help those who have difficulty sitting
down and getting up. With double floor / wall drain system.

Flexibility

Classic
Fixed

Ceramic

Material
Colour

WHITE
Colour code

00

36
56

Warranty

50

Made in Italy

34

Item code

Type

22-305-00

Floor standing
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5 Years

Seat cover slim

Product line

Slim toilet seat cover with the lid, gloss white, made of thermosetting material.
Soft Close Hinge: with with soft-closing technology. D Shape White Toilet Seat: great useful in your
bathroom and washroom. High stability and long life. Suitable for code 22-303-00, 22-301-00 and
22-304-00.

Flexibility

Material
Colour

Classic
Fixed

Thermosetting
WHITE
Colour code

00

Warranty

5 Years

Made in Italy

36
56

Item code

Colour

25-201-00

White

Seat cover contoured

Product line

Toilet seat cover with lid, gloss white, made of thermosetting material.
Soft Close Hinge: with with soft-closing technology. D Shape White Toilet Seat: great useful in your
bathroom and washroom. High stability and long life. Suitable for 22-303-00, 22-301-00 and
22-304-00.

Flexibility

Material
Colour

Classic
Fixed

Thermosetting
WHITE
Colour code

00

Warranty

5 Years

Made in Italy

36
56

Item code

Colour

25-202-00

White
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shower area
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Shower
Seat
Our range of shower
seats has an aluminium
structure with internal
components comprised of
stainless steel and nylon.
The arm support areas are made of lacquered
thermoplastic with a non-slip, warm touch and
scratch-proof finish.
The backrest and the sitting cushions (easy to
remove for cleanings or replacement) are made
of XL EXTRALIGHT®, which means they are
light, flexible, comfortable and anti-bacterial.
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Wall mounted shower seat

CLASSIC

Product line

Foldable shower seat are designed for our line of fixed, wall mounted products. This seat is ideal for
users with similar, stable conditions and it is particularly suited for public areas. It is a comfortable
and highly hygienic product: the sitting cushion (XL EXTRALIGHT®) results to be light, flexible and
antibacterial. Available in 5 colours and 2 finishes.

Fixed

Flexibility

Materials
Finish

Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon, XL EXTRALIGHT®
Anodized
Colour code

-A

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

-C
Colours

14

Black

White

Colour code

Colour code

18

30

52

red

Blue

dark grey

Colour code

Colour code

Colour code

10

44

20

Finish

32-101-*-A

Anodized

32-101-*-C

Similar stainless steel

35

Max user
weight

150 kg/330 lbs

Awarded

Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro
5 Years

Warranty

Item code

00

Made in Italy

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35

CLASSIC

Product line

Fixed

Flexibility

Wall mounted backrest & armrest

Materials

Foldable backrest and armrest designed for our line of fixed, wall mounted products. This product
is ideal for users with similar, stable conditions and it is particularly suited for public areas. It is a
comfortable and highly hygienic product: the backrest (XL EXTRALIGHT®) is light, flexible and antibacterial and the support areas are treated with an innovative anti-bacterial varnishing.
Available in 5 colours and 2 finishes.

Finish

Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon, XL EXTRALIGHT®
Anodized
Colour code

-A

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

-C
Colours

Black

White

Colour code

Colour code

30

14

18

52

57

red

Blue

dark grey

Colour code

Colour code

Colour code

10

32-102-*-A

Anodized

32-102-*-C

Similar stainless steel

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35
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150 kg/330 lbs

Awarded

Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro

Made in Italy

Finish

20

Max user
weight

Warranty

Item code

00

5 Years

Wall mounted shower seat
height adjustable

SMART

Product line

Height adjustable

Flexibility

It is a foldable shower seat that can be easily height adjusted without the use of tools. It is a
comfortable and highly hygienic product: the sitting cushion (XL EXtralight®) is light, flexible and
anti-bacterial. This shower seat has a 47 cm excursion and it is equipped with a quick blocking system
for additional safety.
Available in 5 colours and 2 finishes.

Materials
Finish

Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon, XL EXTRALIGHT®
Anodized
Colour code

-A

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

-C
Colours

17

Black

White

Colour code

Colour code

30

00

red

Blue

dark grey

Colour code

Colour code

Colour code

10

20

35

60

57

44

Max user
weight

150 kg / 330 lbs

Awarded

Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro
5 Years

Warranty

Made in Italy

Item code

Finish

31-131-*-A

Anodized

31-131-*-C

Similar stainless steel

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35

Shower seat for horizontal track
height and sideways adjustable

SMART

Product line
Flexibility

Foldable shower seat designed for the horizontal track, height and sideways adjustable for the
maximum flexibility. It can be easily attached, moved, adjusted and removed within minutes without
the use of tools. It is a comfortable and highly hygienic product: the sitting cushion (XL EXtralight®)
is light, flexible and anti-bacterial.
This shower seat has a 47 cm excursion and it is equipped with a quick blocking system for additional
safety. Available with an anodized or similar stainless steel.

Height and
sideways adjustable

Removable

Materials
Finish

Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon, XL EXTRALIGHT®
Anodized
Colour code

-A

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

-C
Colours

Black

White

Colour code

Colour code

70

30

56

17

44

00

red

Blue

dark grey

Colour code

Colour code

Colour code

10

20

35

Max user
weight

150 kg / 330 lbs

Awarded

Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro

Warranty

5 Years

Made in Italy

Item code

Finish

31-141-*-A

Anodized

31-141-*-C

Similar stainless steel

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35
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Wall mounted shower seat
with backrest & armrest, height adjustable

SMART

Product line

Height adjustable

Flexibility

Foldable shower seat with backrest and armrest. It can be easily height adjusted without the use of tools.
It is a comfortable and highly hygienic product: the sitting cushion and backrest (XL EXtralight) are
light, flexible and anti-bacterial, while the support areas are treated with an innovative anti-bacterial
varnishing.
The seat and backrest can be adjusted separately. This shower seat is height adjustable with a 27 cm
excursion and it is equipped with a quick blocking system for additional safety.
Available in 5 colours and 2 finishes.

Materials
Finish

Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon, XL EXTRALIGHT®
Anodized
Colour code

-A

Stainless steel
finish
Colour code

-C
Colours

Black

White

Colour code

Colour code

30

60

17

Blue

dark grey

Colour code
10

Colour code

Colour code

20

35

Max user
weight

150 kg / 330 lbs

Awarded

Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro

57

44

00

red

5 Years

Warranty

Made in Italy

Item code

Finish

31-132-*-A

Anodized

31-132-*-C

Similar stainless steel

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35

Shower seat for horizontal track
with backrest & armrest height and sideways
adjustable
Foldable shower seat with backrest and armrest designed for the horizontal track; height and sideways
adjustable for the maximum flexibility. It can be easily attached, moved, adjusted and removed
within minutes without the use of tools. It is a comfortable and highly hygienic product: the sitting
cushion and backrest (XL EXtralight) are light, flexible and anti-bacterial, while the support areas
are treated with innovative anti-bacterial varnishing.
This shower seat has a 27 cm excursion and it is equipped with a quick blocking system for additional
safety. Available with an anodized or similar stainless steel.

SMART

Product line
Flexibility

Height and
sideways adjustable

Removable

Materials
Finish

Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon, XL EXTRALIGHT®
Anodized
Colour code

-A

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

-C
Colours

Black

White

Colour code

Colour code

30

Blue

dark grey

Colour code

Colour code

Colour code

10

70

56

17

44

Finish

31-142-*-A

Anodized

31-142-*-C

Similar stainless steel

*White = 00; red = 10; blue = 20; black = 30; grey = 35
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20

35

Max user
weight

150 kg / 330 lbs

Awarded

Segnalazione d’Onore
Compasso d’Oro

Warranty

Made in Italy

Item code

00

red

5 Years

Shower mixer support for horizontal track,
with running water connectors, sideways adjustable
This product has been designed to attach the mixer to the horizontal track and to connect it to running
water. This allows the shower mixer to be sideways adjustable maximising user independence.
Compatible with any shower mixer. Available with an anodized or similar stainless steel.
37

SMART

Product line
Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Removable

Materials
Finish

Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon, XL EXTRALIGHT®
Anodized
Colour code

70

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

12

75

7

5 Years

Warranty

Made in Italy

Item code

Finish

32-221-70

Anodized

32-221-75

Similar stainless steel

Shower head
with adjustable jet and flexible hose

Product line
Materials
Finish

Warranty

L = 1.5 m

Item code

Length

35-201-75

150 cm

ACCESSORIES
Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon, Brass
Similar
stainless steel
Colour code
75
5 Years

Made in Italy
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washbasin area

42
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Washbasin
brackets
Our range of brackets are designed
to help the user to adjust the height
of the washbasin in order to address
different needs. No tools are required
for any adjustment which is a great
advantage for both users
and caregivers.
Our washbasin brackets have an aluminium structure with internal
components comprised of stainless steel and nylon; they are height
adjustable with a 29 cm excursion and are equipped with a quick
blocking system for additional safety.
The horizontal plaque comes without fixing holes and it is available
in 3 standard sizes (60 cm, 90 cm, 100 cm) or in a custom size.
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Wall mounted washbasin bracket
height adjustable

Smart

Product line

Height adjustable

Flexibility

The washbasin bracket is essential for tailoring the height of a washbasin to the needs of different
users. The height of this bracket is manually adjustable and does not require any tools: a great
advantage for caregivers. It is available with an anodized or similar stainless steel.

Adjustability

Manually adjustable
Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon

Materials
Finish

L

Anodized
Colour code

70

17

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

9

20

60

75
Max user
weight

150 kg/330 lbs

Warranty

5 Years

Made in Italy

Item code

Length

Finish

41-131-70

60 cm

Anodized

41-132-70

90 cm

Anodized

41-133-70

100 cm

Anodized

41-131-75

60 cm

Similar stainless steel

41-132-75

90 cm

Similar stainless steel

41-133-75

100 cm

Similar stainless steel

Washbasin bracket for horizontal track
height and sideways adjustable

Smart

Product line
Flexibility

The washbasin bracket is essential for tailoring the height of a washbasin to the needs of different
users. It can be height and sideways adjusted manually and does not require any tools: a great
advantage for caregivers. It is available with an anodized or similar stainless steel.

Height and
sideways adjustable

Removable

Adjustability

Manually adjustable
Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon

Materials

L

Finish

8

Anodized
Colour code

70

75

20

70

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

Max loading
weight

17

Warranty

Made in Italy

44

Item code

Length

41-141-70

60 cm

Finish
Anodized

41-142-70

90 cm

Anodized

41-143-70

100 cm

Anodized

41-141-75

60 cm

Similar stainless steel

41-142-75

90 cm

Similar stainless steel

41-143-75

100 cm

Similar stainless steel
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150 kg/330 lbs

5 Years

Zero-Gravity. Wall mounted washbasin
bracket, height adjustable

Smart

Product line
Height adjustable

Flexibility

Thanks to the new Zero-Gravity system, it is possible to adjust the height of the washbasin bracket
effortlessly; just unlock the dedicated lever and set the desired height, the Zero-Gravity system will make
the operation easy and effortless. The perfect choice to enhance the user’s independence.
It comes with an anodized or similar stainless steel.

Zero-gravity

Adjustability

Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon

Materials
Finish

L

Anodized
Colour code

70

17

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

9

75

150 kg/330 lbs

Warranty

5 Years

86

20

50

Max user
weight

Made in Italy

Item code

Length

Finish

41-171-70

70 cm

Anodized

41-172-70

100 cm

Anodized

41-173-70

110 cm

Anodized

41-171-75

70 cm

Similar stainless steel

41-172-75

100 cm

Similar stainless steel

41-173-75

110 cm

Similar stainless steel

Zero-Gravity. Washbasin bracket for
horizontal track, height and sideways adjustable
Thanks to the new Zero-Gravity system, it is possible to adjust the height of the washbasin bracket
effortlessly; just unlock the dedicated lever and set the desired height, the Zero-Gravity system will
make the operation easy and effortless. The perfect choice to enhance the user’s independence.
This bracket is designed for the horizontal track so to increase the versatility of the environment.
It comes with an anodized or similar stainless steel.
L

Smart

Product line
Flexibility

Height and
sideways adjustable

Removable

Zero-gravity

Adjustability

Aluminium, ABS, Stainless
Steel, Nylon

Materials
Finish

Anodized
Colour code

70

8

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

75
20

50

Max loading
weight

87

Warranty

150 kg/330 lbs

5 Years

Made in Italy

17

Item code

Length

Finish

41-181-70

70 cm

Anodized

41-182-70

100 cm

Anodized

41-183-70

110 cm

Anodized

41-181-75

70 cm

Similar stainless steel

41-182-75

100 cm

Similar stainless steel

41-183-75

110 cm

Similar stainless steel
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Glass toothbrush holder
for horizontal track

Smart

Product line
Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Removable

10

Aluminium, Glass

Materials

8

Finish

15

Anodized
Colour code

70

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

75

5 Years

Warranty

Item code

Finish

41-621-70

Anodized

41-621-75

Similar stainless steel

Made in Italy

Glass soap dispenser
for horizontal track

Smart

Product line
Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Removable

10

Aluminium, Glass

Materials

8

Finish

Anodized
Colour code

70

15

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

75

5 Years

Warranty

Item code

Finish

41-421-70

Anodized

41-421-75

Similar stainless steel

Made in Italy

Glass soap holder
for horizontal track

Smart

Product line
Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Removable

10

Aluminium, Glass

Materials
Finish

Anodized
Colour code

8

70

15

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

75
Warranty

46

Item code

Finish

41-521-70

Anodized

41-421-75

Similar stainless steel
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Made in Italy

5 Years

Glass toothbrush holder
for washbasin brackets

AccessorIES

Product line

Aluminium, Glass

Materials
Finish

This toothbrush holder is available for the right side and left side.

Anodized
Colour code

70

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

10

75

5 Years

Warranty

Item code

Side

Finish

45-601R-70

Right

Anodized

45-601L-70

Left

Anodized

45-601R-75

Right

Similar stainless steel

45-601L-75

Left

Similar stainless steel

Made in Italy

Glass soap dispenser
for washbasin brackets

Product line

This soap dispenser is available for the right side and left side.

Finish

AccessorIES
Aluminium, Glass

Materials

Anodized
Colour code

70

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

10

75

5 Years

Warranty

Item code

Side

Finish

45-401R-70

Right

Anodized

45-401L-70

Left

Anodized

45-401R-75

Right

Similar stainless steel

45-401L-75

Left

Similar stainless steel

Glass soap holder
for washbasin brackets

Made in Italy

AccessorIES

Product line

Aluminium, Glass

Materials
Finish

This glass soap holder is available for the right side and left side.

Anodized
Colour code

70

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

10

75

5 Years

Warranty

Item code

Side

Finish

45-501R-70

Right

Anodized

45-501L-70

Left side

Anodized

45-501R-75

Right side

Similar stainless steel

45-501L-75

Left side

Similar stainless steel

Towel holder
for washbasin brackets

Made in Italy

AccessorIES

Product line

Aluminium

Materials

This towel holder is available with an anodized or stainless steel finish

Finish

Anodized
Colour code

70

42

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

3,5

75
Warranty

5 Years

Made in Italy

Item code

Finish

45-701-70

Anodized

45-701-75

Similar stainless steel
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Washbasins
Our range of ergonomic washbasins in white Solid Surface is
designed to be fixed on the special adjustable bracket or to be
wall mounted. It is the ideal solution for addressing the needs of
wheelchair users. The ergonomic washbasins have a slim and light
structure, the lack of seams and cracks of the Solid Surface inhibits
the growth of germs and bacteria, all of which make the product even
more durable. It is non-porous, hence stain resistant and extremely
easy to clean.

Ergonomic washbasin, 60 cm – Solid surface
On the frontal side of this ergonomic washbasin, an embedded grab bar helps the user to reach the
area without effort and a small water collector has been designed to avoid water spillage during shaving
or brushing of teeth.
Available in 2 models, with or without overflow hole.

Product line
Flexibility

Materials
Colour

Classic
Fixed

Solid Surface

White
Colour code

00

Warranty

5 Years

Made in Italy

3,5

15

50

60

Item code

Type

42-201-00

with overflow hole

42-202-00

without overflow hole

Ergonomic washbasin, 90 cm – Solid surface
On the frontal side of this ergonomic washbasin, an embedded grab bar helps the user to reach the
area without effort and a small water collector has been designed to avoid the water spillage during
shaving or brushing. On both lateral sides is located a handy towel holder.
It comes in 2 models, with or without overflow hole.

Product line
Flexibility

Materials
Colour

Classic
Fixed

Solid Surface
White
Colour code

00

Warranty

Type

42-203-00

with overflow hole

42-204-00

without overflow hole
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3,5

15

48

Item code

Made in Italy

56

90

5 Years

Angular ergonomic washbasin - Right,
100 cm - Solid surface

Product line
Flexibility

On the frontal side of this ergonomic washbasin designed for corners, an embedded grab bar
helps the user to reach the area without effort and a small water collector has been designed to
avoid the water spillage during shaving or tooth brushing. On the shorter side of the washbasin,
there is an embedded towel holder.
It comes in 2 models, with or without overflow hole and it is also available for left corners.

Materials
Colour

Classic
Fixed

Solid Surface
White
Colour code

00

Warranty

Right Side

5 Years

Made in Italy

15

3,5

56

100

Item code

Type

Side

42-205-00

with overflow hole

Right side

42-206-00

without overflow hole

Right side

Angular ergonomic washbasin - Left,
100cm - Solid surface

Product line
Flexibility

On the frontal side of this ergonomic washbasin designed for corners, an embedded grab bar
helps the user to reach the area without effort and a small water collector has been designed to
avoid the water spillage during shaving or tooth brushing. On the shorter side of the washbasin,
there is an embedded towel holder.
It comes in 2 models, with or without overflow hole and it is also available for right corners.

Materials
Colour

Classic
Fixed

Solid Surface
White
Colour code

00

Warranty

5 Years

Left Side
Made in Italy

15

3,5

100

56

Item code

Type

Side

42-207-00

with overflow hole

Left side

42-208-00

without overflow hole

Left side
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Flexible waste system
for washbasins

Accessory

Product line

Polypropylene, PVC, brass.

Materials

The flexible waste system for washbasins is available with or without a drain system.

Warranty

n

ty 5 Years

Made in Italy
FLEX PIPE

3,2 X L 50

5,5 - 17,5

6

3,2 -

4,5

4

9,5 - 15

Item code

Type

45-101-00

With drain system

45-102-00

Without drain system

Wall mounting screw kit
for washbasins

Accessory

Product line

Stainless steel, Nylon.

Materials

Includes expansion joints, stainless steel screws, washers and white covers.

Warranty

n

ty 5 Years

Made in Italy
1,7
1

1,4

Item code

Type

42-2K0-01

Expansion joints, screws, washers and covers

1,7
1

1,7

1,7

Washbasin fixing kit
for adjustable washbasin brackets
1

Accessory

Product line

Stainless steel, Nylon.

Materials

1,4

Includes stainless steel screws and nuts, washers and white covers.

Warranty

n

Made in Italy

1,7
1

1,7

50

Item code

Type

42-2K0-02

Screws, nuts, washer and white covers
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ty 5 Years
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Bathroom area

52
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Baskets
Our range of perforated baskets are versatile, solid and it have a
clean and elegant design. The baskets are sideways adjustable and
easy to add or remove, which will contribute to making the bathroom
environment flexible and comfortable. Different sizes are available
and suitable for different needs. Now available with anodized.

Perforated basket
for horizontal track - face cloths

SMART

Product line
Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Solid perforated basket designed for face cloths; it is made of aluminium with an elegant and
neat design.

Removable

Aluminium

Materials

21

Finish

Anodized
Colour code

18

70

5 Years

Warranty

21

Item code

Dimension

Finish

51-121-70

18x21x21 cm

Anodized

Perforated basket
for horizontal track - shampoo

Made in Italy

SMART

Product line
Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Solid perforated basket designed as a shampoo & shower creams container; it is made of aluminium
with an elegant and neat design.

Removable

Aluminium

Materials

15

Finish

Anodized
Colour code

6

70
Warranty

33

54

Item code

Dimension (cm)

Finish

51-122-70

6x15x33 cm

Anodized

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019

Made in Italy

5 Years

Perforated basket for horizontal track - diapers
Solid perforated basket designed as a diapers container; it is made of aluminium with an elegant
and neat design.

SMART

Product line
Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Removable

39

Aluminium

Materials
Finish

Anodized
Colour code

18

70

5 Years

Warranty

21

Made in Italy

Item code

Dimension (cm)

Finish

51-123-70

18x39x21 cm

Anodized

Perforated basket
for horizontal track – general storage

SMART

Product line
Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Solid perforated basket designed for general storage; it is made of aluminium with an elegant and
neat design.

Removable

Aluminium

Materials

21

Finish

Anodized
Colour code

18

70

5 Years

Warranty

33

Made in Italy

Item code

Dimension

Finish

51-124-70

18x21x33 cm

Anodized

Perforated basket
for horizontal track – waste

SMART

Product line

Solid perforated basket designed for general waste; it is made of aluminium with an elegant
and neat design.

Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Removable

27

Aluminium

Materials
Finish

Anodized
Colour code

33

70

Warranty

21

Item code

Dimension

Finish

51-125-70

33x27x21 cm

Anodized

5 Years

Made in Italy

Profilo Smart Catalogue 2019
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Shelf for horizontal track

SMART

Product line

Our line of shelves designed for the horizontal horizontal track is available in 3 dimensions (30 cm,
45 cm, 60 cm) to suit different needs. They are sideways adjustable and easy to move, add or remove,
which will contribute to making the bathroom environment flexible and comfortable.
Available in anodized or similar stainless steel.

Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Removable

Aluminium

Materials

L

Finish

Anodized
Colour code

8

70

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

25

75

5 Years

Warranty

Item code

Dimension

Finish

51-321-70
51-322-70

30 cm
45 cm

Anodized
Anodized

51-323-70

60 cm

Anodized

51-321-75

30 cm

Similar stainless steel

51-322-75

45 cm

Similar stainless steel

51-323-75

60 cm

Similar stainless steel

Shelf with case for horizontal track
Our line of shelves with a case designed for the horizontal track is available in 3 dimensions
(30 cm, 45 cm, 60 cm) to suit different needs. They are sideways adjustable and easy to move, add
or remove, which will contribute to making the bathroom environment flexible and comfortable.
Available in anodized or similar stainless steel.

Made in Italy

SMART

Product line
Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Removable

Aluminium

Materials

L

Finish

Anodized
Colour code

8

70

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

20

75

5 Years

Warranty

Item code

Dimension

Finish

51-324-70
51-325-70

30 cm
45 cm

Anodized
Anodized

51-326-70

60 cm

Anodized

51-324-75

30 cm

Similar stainless steel

51-325-75

45 cm

Similar stainless steel

51-326-75

60 cm

Similar stainless steel

Towel holder for horizontal track
Our line of handy towel holders designed for the horizontal track is available in 3 dimensions (30 cm,
45 cm, 60 cm) to suit different needs. They are sideways adjustable and easy to move, add or remove,
which will contribute to making the bathroom environment flexible and comfortable. Available in
anodized or similar stainless steel.

Made in Italy

SMART

Product line
Flexibility

Sideways adjustable

Removable

Aluminium

Materials

L

Finish

Anodized
Colour code

8

70

Similar
stainless steel
Colour code

13

75

56

Item code

Dimension

Finish

51-421-70
51-422-70

30 cm
45 cm

Anodized
Anodized

51-423-70

60 cm

Anodized

51-421-75

30 cm

Similar stainless steel

51-422-75

45 cm

Similar stainless steel

51-423-75

60 cm

Similar Stainless steel
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Warranty

Made in Italy

5 Years
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